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a. Strategy: The strategy of this investigation has been to develop 
new high-resolution imaging capabilities and to apply them to extended 
observing programs. These programs have included Io's neutral sodium 
cloud and comets. The Io observing program was carried out at Table 
Mountain Observatory (1976-81); providing a framework far 
interpreting Vovaper measurements of the Io- torus, and serving as an 
important reference for studying asymmetries and time variabilities in 
the Jovian magnetosphere. Comet observations made with the 3.6m 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope and 1.6m AMOS telescope (1984-87) 
1 provide the basis for studying early coma development in Halley, the 
I kinematics of its nucleus, and the internal and external structure of i the nucleus to the extent that it can be inferred from the dust and 
, gas distributions in its vicinity. Images of GZ from the ICE 
encounter period form the basis for unique comparisons with in situ 
magnetic field and dust impact measurements to deterfiine the ion tail 
~ and dust coma structure, respectively. 
I b. AccomDlishments: New capabilities for solar system imaging 
~ observations were established at AMOS. Representative CFHT comet 
{ images remained on display at the National Academy of Sciences. The i 
I Io sodium cloud movie remained on display at the National Air and I 
\ Space Museum. Processing, analvsis, and p u b l i c a t i o n  of c o m e t  d a t a  1 
continued. The collaborative sodium cloud modelling with W. H. Smyth I of AER was concluded. An image based on the comparison of ICE I magnetic field data with CFHT imaging data appeared on the cover of ' 
~ Comet Encounter, a book published by the AGU. 
I -  
I 
1 c. AnticiDated AccomDlishments: Conclusion of the analysis and 
archiving of the CFHT comet data set and the Table Mountain sodium 1 cloud data set. Continuation of comet observations at AMOS and 
, initiation of new observing programs which will emphasize initially 1 the szudy of Martian dust storm development. 
j 
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